Phytochrome signaling allows plants to sense and respond to light through gene regulation. Ushijima et al. (2017) demonstrate a role for phytochromes in widespread regulation of alternative promoter usage, resulting in light-dependent protein isoforms with altered subcellular localization that help the plant respond metabolically to fluctuating light conditions.
Plants possess multiple photoreceptors that are able to detect distinct properties of light, including wavelength or quality, intensity, direction, and duration or photoperiod, and use this information to cope with diverse light conditions in the external environment. In the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana, phytochrome is an extensively studied family of red and far-red-light-responsive photoreceptors. Phytochromes are involved in numerous physiological processes, such as seed germination, seedling development, photosynthesis, flowering, and shade avoidance (Galvã o and Fankhauser, 2015) . In response to red light illumination, phytochrome proteins translocate from the cytoplasm to the nucleus, where they regulate the transcription of lightresponsive nuclear genes via interactions with transcription factors, including the well-known phytochrome-interacting factors (PIFs) (Galvã o and Fankhauser, 2015) . However, the role of phytochromes in light-responsive gene expression and proteome regulation is not limited to transcriptional control. Phytochromes also impact other aspects of gene expression, such as alternative splicing of pre-mRNA molecules resulting in the production of distinct transcripts (Shikata et al., 2014) ( Figure 1A ), light-dependent regulation of translation levels (Liu et al., 2012; Paik et al., 2012) , and posttranscriptional regulation of gene expression (Tsai et al., 2014) . In this issue of Cell, Ushijima et al. (2017) describe another layer of phytochrome-mediated gene regulation, where light-dependent control of promoter selection during transcription initiation results in the production of multiple pre-mRNAs from distinct transcription start sites (TSSs) on a single gene locus ( Figure 1B) , allowing regulated functional expansion of the proteome.
The mapping of TSSs, facilitated by advances in genomics and next-generation sequencing in various organisms, has provided an increased understanding of the impact of alternative promoter selection in transcriptional regulation. There have been limited studies of alternative promoter use in plants; however, initial studies in rice indicated that alternative promoter selection of a MAP kinase gene, OsBWMK1, results in distinctive spatial and temporal expression of this gene during plant defense responses (Koo et al., 2009 ). Yet, the widespread biological significance and mechanisms of regulation of alternative promoter selection in plants have not been widely investigated.
Previous work by the Matsushita group to understand phytochrome-mediated light signaling demonstrated a necessary role for a splicing factor in phytochrome signal transduction (Shikata et al., 2012) and a global impact of phytochrome on alternative splicing of light-responsive genes (Shikata et al., 2014) . Ushijima et al. (2017) now provide evidence of light-dependent, phytochrome-regulated control of alternative promoter selection via comparative TSS-sequencing analysis to identify the 5 0 region of mRNA profiles from red-light-exposed wild-type Arabidopsis plants compared to a phytochrome-deficient mutant. About 10% of Arabidopsis genes (2,104 genes in total) appear to be subject to alternative promoter selection in these analyses. A significant portion (25%) of the genes identified as targets of alternative promoter selection are predicted to produce truncated isoforms of proteins that are targeted to different subcellular locations, which suggests significant implications for alternative promoter selection on altering protein localization and associated functions (Ushijima et al., 2017) . Indeed, whereas fluorescently tagged full-length versions of proteins encoded by several of these genes are detected in the predicted organelles in transgenic Arabidopsis plants, the truncated isoforms of these proteins, resulting from phytochromemediated alternative promoter selection, are found only in the cytoplasm (Ushijima et al., 2017) .
To explore the potential functional implications of the regulated production of fulllength or truncated proteins due to phytochrome-dependent alternative promoter selection, the authors describe a case study of the light-dependent regulation of the production of two isoforms of glycerate kinase (GLYK) (Ushijima et al., 2017) . Generally described as a plastid enzyme that catalyzes the conversion of glycerate to 3-phosphoglycerate (3PGA) during the final stages of photorespiration in chloroplasts, the authors show here that lightdependent regulation by phytochromes alters promoter selection such that a cytoplasmic, truncated form of GLYK is produced in darkness or in response to shade (Ushijima et al., 2017) . The cytoplasmic GLYK participates in a photorespiratory bypass that mitigates lightinduced photoinhibition under fluctuating light conditions without the same ATP demands as chloroplast-localized photorespiration (Ushijima et al., 2017) . This is a striking example of alternative promoter selection affecting the subcellular localization of protein isoforms through disruption of a chloroplast-targeting sequence, which has significant functional importance. The protein isoform produced as a result of alternative promoter selection contributes to increased plant fitness by decreasing photoinhibition in fluctuating light conditions. Notably, Ushijima et al. (2017) demonstrate that phytochrome-dependent changes in alternative promoter selection are largely distinct from those arising from phytochrome regulation of alternative splicing. Only 14% of genes that were identified as regulated by phytochromedependent alternative promoter selection were also subject to phytochrome-regulated alternative splicing (Ushijima et al., 2017) . This finding suggests that phytochrome-dependent alternative promoter selection adds significantly to the complex regulation of gene expression and functional variation of the proteome through the aforementioned transcriptional, post-transcriptional, and translational modifications. In addition to these processes that impact the phytochromeregulated transcriptome and proteome, phytochromes themselves also exhibit spatiotemporal regulation that adds to the complexity of light responses in distinctive organelles, tissues, and organs (Montgomery, 2016) . For example, tissuespecific phytochrome pools regulate distinct subsets of light-responsive genes at the transcriptional level (Oh et al., 2013) . Together with these known and already complex regulatory mechanisms in play, the phytochrome-mediated alternative promoter selection described by Ushijima et al. (2017) that controls subcellular localization of gene products in a light-dependent manner suggests increasingly complex effects of distinct gene regulation types on phytochromemediated spatiotemporal light regulation in plant growth and development. How these multiple modes of phytochromedependent regulation and tuning of the organismal transcriptome and proteome are coordinated in dynamic environments remains to be fully elucidated. However, given the functional implications of each of these processes, including the GLYK case study demonstrated by Ushijima et al. (2017) , the complexity of biological responses regulated and fine-tuned by phytochromes is likely vastly underappreciated for its potential in optimizing biological function and physiology of plants in dynamic environments. A) Phytochromes regulate splicing factors, which results in the production of distinct mRNA molecules due to alternative splicing of a pre-mRNA molecule (Shikata et al., 2014) . (B) Phytochrome controls promoter selection, which results in the production of distinct pre-mRNA molecules during differential initiation of transcription. These processes are largely non-overlapping, as only 14% of transcripts regulated by alternative promoter selection were also subject to phytochrome-mediated alternative splicing (Ushijima et al., 2017) . Both processes result in more complex proteomes that have functional implications. Colored boxes represent exons. Promoters that drive transcription are indicated by P (+ arrow).
